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299470-491 - TESORA storage jewelry box white/nickel

21,67 EUR
Item no.: 334828

shipping weight: 1.10 kg
Manufacturer: Umbra

Product Description
TESORA storage jewelry box white/nickel
Stackable jewellery box for storing and depositing rings, earrings, necklaces, watches, bracelets and accessories made of metal and synthetic resin in the colours nickel and white.
Featuring two tiers that can be stacked or separated, this jewelry box is the perfect addition to help store and organize your accessory collection. The Tesoras plated metal lid
doubles as a tray to store and display easily accessible accessories. Its two-tiered stacking design makes this a versatile storage solution that can be stacked on top of one another
to save room or kept separately. Its perfect size makes it easy to place by your bedside table for easy access and to ensure your jewelry does not get lost.
Umbras Tesora uses unexpected materials to create a modern jewelry box that is as beautiful as it is functional. Measuring 4-1/2-inches high with a 5-inch diameter, the plated
metal lid and two-tiered box design is bound to have a visual impact on your modern decor.
Have fun – stack them, separate them, or place the bowls side-by-side, Tesora Jewelry Box is a fun and versatile way to keep your favorite jewelry, including rings, broaches and
any other accessories, safe and organized.
Tesoras lid is made from plated metal and doubles as a display tray that can be used to sort or display your jewelry.
Tesora Jewelry box has a modern and unique design, perfect to display on your dresser, nightstand or counter to store your favorite accessories. Pair with the matching Tesora
Jewelry Stand for a complete that takes care of all your jewelry storage needs (not included).
Umbra is an internationally operating design company known for original, modern, cool, functional and affordable products for home & living.

● Designer: Sung Wook Park
● Material: Kunstharz, Metall
● Gewicht: 1100 g
● Farbe: weiß, metallic nickel
● Maße: 13 cm x 13 cm x 11 cm
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